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In order to obtain the value of DL to round intensity, the 
listening experiment was carried out by a beat method [1]. A 
beat sound was synthesized from two pure tones. respectively, 
with slight different frequencies (fJ + 4[) and with different 
amplitudes (A, B). Therefore, the instantaneous pressure p of 
the beat is expresscdas, 

p=AsintIX+Bsin(w+Aw)1 

=.JA'+B'+2ABcosD.Ut'sin(tIX+¢), w=21(. (I) 

The rubject listened to the beat round and compared the 
fluctuation of amplitude between the maximum (A + B) and 
the minimum (A - B). When the beat was perceived to vanish, 
the threshold was determined. As the sound intensity I is in 
proportion to the square of amplitude of the instantaneous 
pressure p, i.e. I ~ P'!pc where pc is the acnustic impedance, 
the value of relative DL (M",! f) was obtained as, 

N (A+IJj-(A-ot <lAB 
J~(Hif' (2) 

The frequency of the beat l:ifwas made to be 3 Hz (refer
ring to Riesz [I]) and the carrier frequencies/were 1 kHz, 
2 kHz, 4 kH2 and 6kHz. The above measurement was repeat
ed five times per every sensation level for every frequency and 
the average value was used as an experimental result. 

A sunilar listening experiment was also carried out by a 
modulation method [2] to obtain the value ofDL to frequency. 
A pure tone, in which the carrier frequency/was modulated 
by triangular wave with frequency 1;, as shown in Fig.2, was 
radiated in the water tank. The subject listened to the 
modulated round in water and checked whether it fluctuates or 
not. Al; the judgment becomes ambiguous in the vicinity of 
DL, the width of fluctuation of frequency change 4[ wa~ 
randomly presented and the relative DL (4[", I / ) was 
statistically determined. The carrier frequency of the pure tone 
was made to be I kHz and the modulation frequency 1;, was 
detennined 105Hz experimentally afterward. 

3. RESULTS 
Minimum Audible Field 

Figure 3 shows the MAF for one subject measured (a) in aif at 
anechoic room and (b) in water at the water tank The MAF, 
which is also called the !h:reshald value, is the absolute sensitiv
ity of the ear determined as a minimal round pressure in free 
space needed to excite a sensation of hearing [5]. The value of 
MAF in air obtained in the present ",.ark is in agreement with the 
IS0389-7 international standard [U]. Although the thresholds 
in water have been previously reported [7,10], the measurement 
frequency of them was limited above 500 Hz. The reporting of 
threshold in this paper is new data with respect to the fact that it 
was fIrstly measured in the wide audible frequency region. 
There are considerable differences in magnitude ofSPL (44 - 64 
dB) between air and water even though we take account of the 
factor of26 dB (20l0g20) arisingfrom the difference of the stan
dard in SPL in each medium [9]. Furthennore, it is found that an 
essential difference occurs in the frequency dependences of 
MAF. This can be comprehended by a view that bone conduc
tion is a main factor of the underwater hearing rather than air 
conduction, which is the usual mechanism in air. 
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Fig. 2 Frequency change by the =dulation method. 

Fig. 3 Minimum audible field{MAF) meOllured (a) in the air at 
tbe anechoic room and (b) in water attlte water tonk. 

Differential Sensitivity to Intensity 

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the relative 
DL (M,I I) and the value of SL = 101og(I I Io)nt4 kHz for 
two subjects. Ahove SL=30dB, Mil I shows a constant value 
in which Weber's law is established [4]. Ncar SL==OdB, 
namely, when the sound pressure level approaches the MAF, 
M.! I rapidly increases. The solid line in Fig.4 indicates the 
equation (3) proposed by Riesz [1] as, 

7=S .. +(S,-s.,(~J (3) 

where 8_8" and r arc the parameters depending on the 
frequency. It is known that this equation represents the 
experimental results very well in air. 

Although there is a scattering in experimental data, it can 
be said that our results in water (.) are in good agreement 
with the value in air (solid line). The differential sensitivity to 
sound intensity in water seems to be almost the same as in rur 
at the same sensation level though the value of MAP is greatly 
different each other. 
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Differential Sensitivity to Frequency 

As an audible impression seems to change with increasing the 
modulation frequency /p (for example, swing of frequency 
gradually changes into sideband wave sound and eventually 
muddy soUnd), the frequency J; was determined experimental
ly as below. We exwnined the dependence of threshold of dif
ference 4f .. for various modulation frequenciesJ; at SL = 40dB 
in air. The carrier frequency \\I'dS 1 kHz around which the tone 
wasvariedwithfrcquencyJ;,. Thcvalueof 4f..wasdetermined 
statistically by randomly carrying out the frequency modula
tion for the various widths of" fluctuations. Results thus 
obtained are indicated in FigS It is found that the threshold of 
difference tift!< minimizes when the modulation frequency/; is 

! 5-10 Hz, that is to say, the modulation frequency around this 
range is easiest to discrimirurte. Then, the modulation frequen
cy/;. of5 Hz was employed in the following experiments 

The experimental results of differential sensitivity to 
frequency obtained in this study arc shown in Fig.6 denoted by 
(0) in water and by (0) in air. The horiwntal axis is the 
sensation level SL=lOlog([ I I,) and the vertical onc is the 
relative DL (Ai",Ij). The indicated results in the figure were 
the mean value of two subjects. The experimental data in air, 
which have already been published in literature [2,3], were 
also described in the same figure. The ratio 4[" If has a 
constant value above 30dB, whereas it increases as the 
sensation level approaches OdB 
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Our results in air (0) are roughly close to the literature 
data in air (6: Shov.'er & Biddulph or 0: Harris) though we 
cannot compare these results directiy from differences of the 
experimental methods. In water, the relative DL shows almost 
the same value and similar tendency as in air. Although the 
value of MAP itself varied with experimental situations, 
medium or subjects etc, the differential sensitivity to 
frequency at the same sensation level seems to be almost the 
same both in water and in air. 

4. NUMBER OF DISTINGUISHABLE TONES 
We can obtain the resolution of underwater auditory sense 
from the results of DL to the sound intensity and the 
frequency. Figure 7 shows the number of distinguishable tones 
in water in the frequency range from 31 Hz to 16kHz and in 
the sound pressure level above the MAF. A straight line in the 
IIgUre is the formal curve of MAF in water derived from our 
experimental results shown in Fig.3(b). Here, the numbers of 
each cell were estimated from the results in air [4] assuming 
that the differential sensitivity of the ear in water is equal to 
that in air for the same sensation level. In each cell of 112 
octave in width and 10dB in height, the upper left shows the 
distinguishable number of steps of sound intensity and the 
upper right shows the number of frequency steps. Then the 
bottom of the each cell shows the product of these two 
numbers, that is, the number of distinguishable tones. Let's use 
the case of f= 1 kHz and SL = 40dB as an example. From the 
present result of relative DL to intensity Mu/l == 0.15, the 
number of steps in distinguishable sound among the 10dB 
from 110dB to l20dB [re l,u PaJ is 101[10 10&(1+0.15)] =:16. 
On the other hand, from the result of relative DL to frequency 
!if". / f == 0.004 the number of steps in distinguishable ScOund 
among the lfZ octave band from 1 kHz to 1.41 kHz is 
410/4;;;; 100. Then, the total number of distinguishable tones 
in the cell with liZ oetave band frequency range from I kHz 
to 1.41 kHz and with lOdE in SPL from 1l0dB to IZOdB is 
about 16 X 100 = 1600, which is close to 17 X 90 = 1530 
denoted by the shadowed portion in Fig.7. It seems that the 
sounds around 2 kHz of 170dB are more excellent for 
differential sensitivity in water and these sounds are more 
suitable for information transmission to the divers. 

5. CONCLUSION 
As a pwt of the r<lsearch for constructing the underwater 
transmission system to divers, differential sensitivity of the ear 
to sound intensity and frequency WllS examined by listening 
experiments in the water tank. The value ofMAF in water was 
considerably different from that in air. However, it is found 
that differential sensitivity to sound intenslty and frequency at 
the same sensation level is almost the same both in water and 
in air. This implies that the discrimination of the sound 
intensity and frequency is a phenomenon mainly related to the 
internal ear both in water and in air. Furthermore, the 
resolution of auditory sense (i.e. number of steps in 
distinguishable sound) was estimated in the underwater 
auditory area from the results in air assuming that the 
differential sensitivity of the ear in water is equal to thai in air 
for the same sensation level. 
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Fig. 6 Dependence of1he relative DL to frequency 4{(ffor the 
&enllation level Sl.=IOlog (1JI.) 

It is indispensable to carry out the listening experiments in 

water to investigate WldcrwateI hearing. In practice, however, 

many difficulties would be encountered for the reasons that 
au.diometric equipment for underwater measurement is 

needed, diving equipment (SCUBA) for breathing of subjects 

is neccssary, and the background noise from surroundings is 

unavoidable. Then, it is considered that WI estimation by 

utilizing the experimental procedures or results in air like the 
present work is one of the effective methods in preparing 

underwater hearing data barely obtained until now. 
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Fig. 7 The number of distingwshable tones in the underwater auditory area 
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